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The New
Hunger Simon
and Schuster
After surviving

the first days of
the zombie
apocalypse,
Sheriff Penny
Miller and her
friends relax in
what's left of
Las Vegas. The
Army asks
Miller and her
party to return

to Crystal
Place, the Top
Secret base
that was
birthplace of
the zombies.
Even though
the mission is
to recover data
that may lead
to a cure for
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the virus—and
Miller
herself—she's
pretty sure it's
a bad idea. The
Army assures
her that a crack
team of
mercenaries
will be there to
protect them
every step of
the way. When
Miller sees
weird religious
graffiti
scrawled in
blood on the
concrete walls,
she's sure their
chances of
survival have
just dropped to
damn near
zero. Again.
Sometimes it
sucks being
right! “Zombies

generated by a
government
scientist
searching for
super-soldiers
meet up with a
good-looking,
foul-mouthed
female
Sheriff…and
she’s packin’.
Four stars.”
—SF Signal
“Defines Laugh
Out Loud
funny. Often
inappropriate,
rude and
utterly epic
sarcasm from a
completely
rock your face
off chick! Read
this now! You
won’t be
sorry!”
—Bookish
Brunette “It’s

zombies. A mad
scientist. An
ass-kicking
female sheriff
out to save the
world. A fun
ride. One of the
better novels of
the undead.
Recommended.
” —Horror
World “Zombie
thrillers loaded
with sex and
smarts.”
—Jonathan
Maberry “A fun
fully loaded
brain entrails
explosion of a
high octane
charged zombie
story.” —More2
Read.com
The Hungry 3
Simon and
Schuster
The Living
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Dead 2 has
more of what
zombie fans
hunger for —
more scares,
more action,
more...
brains!
Experience
the
indispensable
series that
defines the
very best in
zombie
literature
with original
stories by
Kelley
Armstrong,
Karina Sumner-
Smith, Carrie
Ryan, Jamie
Lackey,
Genevieve
Valentine,
Brian Keene,
Simon R.
Green, David
Wellington,

David Barr
Kirtley, Matt
London, Joe
McKinney,
Walter
Greatshell,
Bob
Fingerman, S.
G. Browne,
Jonathan
Maberry, Mira
Grant, Marc
Paoletti,
cherie
priest,
Robert
Kirkman, Max
Brooks, David
Moody, Sarah
Langan,
Steven Gould,
and John
Skipp & Cody
Goodfellow.
In addition
to these
original
stories, The
Living Dead 2
features 18

additional
reprint
zombie
stories. All
this adds up
to a Landmark
volume that
helps define
what zombie
godfather
John Skipp
calls "The
New Zombie
Literature."

Peanut Butter &
Brains Lerner
Digital �
Featuring 30
chilling stories of
reallife zombie
encounters, this
comprehensive and
unsettling study
draws upon
traditions found
throughout the
world to dispel
common depictions
of zombies as
lurching, flesheating
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automatons made
popular by countless
movies and books.
This fascinating
collection includes
the stories of the
Devil Baby of
Bourbon Street, a
monstrous creature
complete with horns
and tail that still
lurks in the shadows
of the Big Easy;
Black Mama
Courteaux and the
great zombie war,
involving hundreds
of zombie soldiers
battling for the
supremacy of their
queen; and the
swamp child of
Mama Cree, who
still roams the
bayous of Louisiana.
In addition to the
stories, a variety of
zombierelated facts
are explored,
including

ceremonies and
initiations, zombies
throughout history,
sacred zombie and
voodoorelated sites,
and zombies and
monsters of the
Bible.
Zombies
Sourcebooks, Inc.
The zombie has
cropped up in many
forms--in film, in
television, and as a
cultural phenomenon
in zombie walks and
zombie awareness
months--but few
books have looked at
what the zombie
means in fiction. Tim
Lanzendörfer fills
this gap by looking at
a number of zombie
novels, short stories,
and comics, and
probing what the
zombie represents in
contemporary
literature.
Lanzendörfer brings
together the most

recent critical
discussion of zombies
and applies it to a
selection of key texts
including Max
Brooks's World War
Z, Colson
Whitehead's Zone
One, Junot Díaz's
short story "Monstro,
" Robert Kirkman's
comic series The
Walking Dead, and
Seth Grahame-Smith's
Pride and Prejudice
and Zombies. Within
the context of broader
literary culture,
Lanzendörfer makes
the case for reading
these texts with care
and openness in their
own right.
Lanzendörfer
contends that what
zombies do is less
important than what
becomes possible
when they are around.
Indeed, they seem less
interesting as
metaphors for the
various ways the
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world could end than
they do as vehicles for
how the world might
exist in a different and
often better form.
Warm Bodies and The
New Hunger Simon
and Schuster
Zombie Talk offers a
concise,
interdisciplinary
introduction and deep
analytical set of
theoretical approaches
to help readers
understand the
phenomenon of
zombies in
contemporary and
modern culture. With
essays that combine
Humanities and Social
Science
methodologies, the
authors examine the
zombie through an
array of cultural
products from
different periods and
geographical
locations: films
ranging from White
Zombie (1932) to the

pioneering films of
George Romero,
television shows like
AMC's The Walking
Dead, to literary
offerings such as
Richard Matheson's I
am Legend (1954) and
Seth Grahame-Smith's
Pride, Prejudice and
Zombies (2009),
among others.
Books of the Dead
Hachette UK
NEW YORK
TIMES
BESTSELLER,
NOW A MAJOR
MOTION
PICTURE
“Gruesome yet
poetic⋯highly
original.” —The
Seattle Times
“Dark and
funny.” —Wired
“A mesmerizing
evolution of a
classic
contemporary

myth.” —Simon
Pegg “A strange
and unexpected
treat⋯elegantly
written, touching,
and fun.”
—Audrey
Niffenegger, author
of The Time
Traveler’s Wife
“Has there been a
more sympathetic
monster since
Frankenstein’s?”
—Financial Times
In Warm Bodies,
Isaac Marion’s
New York Times
bestselling novel
that inspired a
major film, a
zombie returns to
humanity through
an unlikely
encounter with
love. This special
five-year
anniversary edition
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includes the
powerful prequel
novella, The New
Hunger, which
sheds light on the
saga’s past while
setting the stage for
its epic conclusion.
“R” is having a
no-life crisis—he is
a zombie. He has
no memories, no
identity, and no
pulse, but he is a
little different from
his fellow Dead. He
may occasionally
eat people, but
he’d rather be
riding abandoned
airport escalators,
listening to Sinatra
in the cozy 747 he
calls home, or
collecting souvenirs
from the ruins of
civilization. And
then he meets a girl.

First as his captive,
then his reluctant
house guest, Julie is
a blast of living
color in R’s gray
landscape, and
something inside
him begins to
bloom. He
doesn’t want to
eat this
girl—although she
looks delicious—he
wants to protect
her. But their
unlikely bond will
cause ripples they
can’t imagine,
and their hopeless
world won’t
change without a
fight. Together,
Warm Bodies and
The New Hunger
form a richly
layered tale of love
and hope in the
darkest of times,

while also opening
the doors to an epic
saga that continues
with The Burning
World, an excerpt
of which is included
in this edition for
current fans and
newcomers alike.
The Mammoth Book
of Best New Horror 21
Chicago Review Press
They were indeed a
queer-looking party
that assembled on the
bank—the birds with
draggled feathers, the
animals with their fur
clinging close to them,
and all dripping wet,
cross, and
uncomfortable. All of
them were covered in
Alice's now cold and
congealed blood,
which made them
even tastier looking to
poor hungry Alice.
When little Alice
follows the Black Rat
down into the gaping
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darkness of an open
grave, she falls and
falls. And soon finds
herself in an undead
nightmare of rotting
flesh and insanity.
Venturing further into
this land of zombies
and monsters, she
encounters characters
both creepy and
madcap along the way.
But there's something
else troubling poor
Alice: her skin is
rotting and her hair is
falling out. She's cold.
And she has the
haunting feeling that if
she remains in
Zombieland any
longer, she might never
leave. Can Alice escape
Zombieland before the
Dead Red Queen
catches up to her?
Book of the Dead St.
Martin's Griffin
The zombies are
here. An accidental
outbreak of a
mutated virus

unleashes hundreds
of the undead on the
sleepy town of Flat
Rock, Nevada. Now,
Sheriff Penny Miller
must use her wits,
grit, and damn near
all of her
ammunition to
endure the arrival of
zombies. Sheriff
Miller quickly finds
herself leading a
vicious biker named
Scratch, her ex-
husband Terrill Lee,
and a unit of
incompetent
National Guardsmen
to safety. At their
heels is Colonel
Sanchez, the wicked
Army commander
who is pursuing
Miller to gain the
special powers the
virus has given her.
With a gang of
murderous bikers on
their tail and

surrounded by
slobbering hordes,
Sheriff Miller must
do what she does
best: Aim for the
brain! "THE
HUNGRY is a
zombie thriller
loaded with sex and
smarts. A real nail-
biter that brings a
new weapon to bear
in apocalyptic
fiction: Hope. Highly
recommended."
—Jonathan Maberry,
NYT Times
bestselling author of
Dust & Decay and
Dead of Night “If
you’re craving an
apocalyptic horror
novel that’s not just
wall-to-wall action
but balls-to-the-wall
intense, Steven W.
Booth and Harry
Shannon have
cooked up a real treat
for you. I would say
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The Hungry will leave
you totally satisfied,
but that’s not true:
Readers will be
howling for more
more more MORE
just like the hordes of
insatiable zombies
rampaging through
this book.” —Steve
Hockensmith,
author of Pride and
Prejudice and
Zombies: Dawn of
the Dreadfuls "You
don't know what gut-
churning page-
flipping horror really
is until you read this
one. The Hungry
combines the
storytelling power of
the big commercial
thriller with many
new twists on
standard zombie
fiction. A real
winner." —Ed
Gorman, author of
The Dark Fantastic

and Cage of Night
"From the opening
line, I loved it. I
loved how complete
it felt. It had so many
great elements
working for it - the
small town setting;
the two powerful
main characters, as
different as they
could be, nearly
every word between
them charged with
sexual tension; the
satisfying stalemate as
neither one gets
exactly what they
want, but rather what
they need. A great
story, and for a
zombie fan like me, it
pressed all the right
buttons." —From the
Introduction by Joe
McKinney, author of
Dead City and Flesh
Eaters
The Hungry 1
Capstone

The year's best, and
darkest, tales of
terror, showcasing
the most outstanding
new short stories and
novellas by both
contemporary
masters of the
macabre and exciting
newcomers. As ever,
this acclaimed
anthology also offers
the most
comprehensive
annual overview of
horror around the
world in all its
incarnations; a
comprehensive
necrology of famous
names; and a list of
indispensable contact
addresses for the
dedicated horror fan
and writer alike. The
Mammoth Book of
Best New Horror
remains the world's
leading annual
anthology dedicated
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solely to presenting
the best in
contemporary horror
fiction. Praise for
Stephen Jones: 'The
best horror
anthologist in the
business is, of course,
Stephen Jones, whose
Mammoth Book of
Best New Horror is
one of the major
bargains of this as of
any other year.' Roz
Kavaney 'An
essential volume for
horror readers.'
Locus 'Stephen Jones
. . . has a better sense
of the genre than
almost anyone in this
country.' Lisa Tuttle,
The Times Books
So Now You're a
Zombie Mark V.
Ziesing
Life has become
"Zombified." The
air itself carries

death or worse. A
few hardy, starving
souls band together
to try to make sense
of Life's new
rulebook while
holding on to what
little "humanity"
they have left.
Husk: A Tale of
Human Hunger is a
book that examines
Life's
incomprehensible,
insatiable and
cannibalistic need
to consume life. Set
in the oddest
zombie apocalypse
imaginable, it
follows the paths of
several starving
characters, all
precariously
balanced between
lack and plenty, in
their never ending
search for more

"food." After the
reader is finished
with this story, they
may have to ask
themselves an
uncomfortable
question: "Am I
alive, dead . . . or
neither?" Husk: A
Tale of Human
Hunger is the first
book in a trilogy.
The second book
will take the story in
a whole new
direction, resolving
many of the
conflicts left open
in Husk. Expect the
second book
sometime in the
summer...if the
world survives!
Husk: A Tale of
Human Hunger
deals with mature
subject matter, has
strong language and
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is intended for a
mature audience.
The main theme of
the novel is the
overriding
emptiness in all
people (for food,
stuff, power, love,
you name it) which
is never questioned
and can seemingly
never be filled. The
trilogy hopes to
expose the
alternative. Like an
unexpected olive
pit on unsuspecting
martini-teeth, Husk
is intended to
unsettle, both with
its subject matter
and style. The
author hopes you
enjoy the zombie
apocalypse and
disease he has
constructed. He
also hopes you

appreciate the pre-
existing human
condition that puts
anything the
zombies could
hope to accomplish
to shame. www.hus
kbook.com
Facebook/huskatal
e #huskbook
The Living Dead 2
Skyhorse
Publishing, Inc.
Reginald isn’t
like the other
zombies who
shuffle through
Quirkville, scaring
the townspeople
and moaning for
BRAINSSSSS! The
only thing
Reginald’s
stomach rumbles
for is sticky peanut
butter and sweet
jelly. He tries to tell
his zombie pals

that there’s more
to life than eating
brains, but they’re
just not interested.
Will Reginald find a
way to bring peace
to Quirkville and
convince the other
zombies that
there’s nothing
better than peanut
butter and jelly?
Debut author Joe
McGee and up-and-
coming illustrator
Charles Santoso
have crafted a
delicious tale about
being true to
yourself that will
make readers
hungry for more.
I'm Undead and
Hungry! Abrams
THE NELSON
MOORE
CHRONICLE IS A
TRIP ... Nelson
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Moore, our lovable
stoner, takes over the
telling of this, the
eighth installment in
the series. What he
shares is terrifying
and surprising. After
encountering the
living dead in Central
Park, Nelson decides
he must escape New
York City and get to
his grandfather, Jim
Scofield, in Concord,
New Hampshire.
With his mellow,
sweet demeanor,
nobody could have
predicted what this
kind-hearted dude
went through on his
journey. Concord is
only hours away, but
things have a way of
twisting around
during a zombie
apocalypse. As
Nelson works his
way through the
dangerous streets of

New York, he
encounters other
survivors; some
friends, some
strangers.
Compassionate and
unable to say no to
people in need, his
plans are tweaked -
and the resulting
madness will help to
build the character
you first came to
know and love in
volume four of these
chronicles. Gem
Cardoza asks Nelson
to tell his story,
unaware of the
horrors he went
through on his
journey across the
country. Nelson
reluctantly agrees and
leaves nothing out,
from the death of his
friends to each
terrifying encounter
with the walking
dead. If you thought

Nelson was intriguing
before, this will
change the way you
see our long-haired,
scooter-riding friend.
Sit back and dig in.
Maybe pack a bowl,
too. It might help set
the mood.
The Hunger
CreateSpace
All aspects of the
zombie lifestyle are
surveyed in this
satirical take on an
orientation manual
for the newly
undead. From how
one became a
zombie in the first
place and the stages
of zombification to
survival
mechanisms, this
handbook offers
specific advice on
everything a fresh
zombie needs to
know about "life"
expectancy, hunting
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techniques, hitching a
ride, hand-to-mouth
combat, and feeding
etiquette.
Instructions for
extracting the living
from boarded up
farmhouses and
broken down
vehicles are included
along with dozens of
helpful diagrams
outlining attack
strategies such as the
Ghoul Reach, the
Flanking Zak, the
Bite Hold, and the
Aerial Fall for
securing human prey
and their all-
important flesh and
brains.
Dead Hunger IV:
Evolution Black Dog
& Leventhal Pub
"The Undead" is a
stunning collection of
23 tales of the living
dead by zombie fan
favorites and up-and-
coming authors. "The

Undead" includes
classic tales of survival
in a world populated
by the living dead as
well as an array of
unique takes on the
zombie genre: zombies
as reality
entertainment,
glimpses from inside
the "life" of the undead,
intergalactic war with
humanity's own dead
turned against us, and
everything in between.
"The Undead" will
leave zombie fans
hungry for more!
The Hungry 2
AuthorHouse
An illustrated
overview of
zombies, describing
the history of the
belief in zombies,
discussing
depictions of them
in popular culture,
and relating stories
and tales that feature
the legendary

creatures.
The Hungry Dead
Start Publishing LLC
"Funded in part by
The Julia Child
Foundation for
Gastronomy and the
Culinary
Arts"--Page 4 of
cover.
The Very Hungry
Zombie Permuted
Press
Hungry are the
dead, unable to be
sated. Still their
nation grows.
-Winifred Lewis
Every culture has
its tales of ghosts
and ghoulies, dead
things that stalk the
night to prey upon
the living. Stories
of these creatures
have been told
around campfires
from time
immemorial,
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lending an added
chill to the darkness
beyond. They have
been the subject of
countless songs and
poems. What is it
that the living find
so fascinating about
the living dead?
That is a question
we'll leave you to
answer. We're just
happy to add to the
mythology in this
collection of poetry
and short stories
featuring "zombies,
vampires, ghosts,
and other dead
things that want to
eat you."
Real Zombies, the
Living Dead, and
Creatures of the
Apocalypse Genius
Book Publishing
Nelson Moore, the
lovable stoner, takes
over the telling of this,

the eighth installment in
the series. What he
shares is terrifying and
surprising.After
encountering the living
dead in Central Park,
Nelson decides he
must escape New York
City and get to his
grandfather, Jim
Scofield, in Concord,
New Hampshire. With
his mellow, sweet
demeanor, nobody
could have predicted
what this kind-hearted
man went through on
his journey. Concord
is only hours away, but
things have a way of
twisting around during
a zombie
apocalypse.As Nelson
works his way through
the dangerous streets
of New York, he
encounters other
survivors; some
friends, some strangers.
Compassionate and
unable to say no to
people in need, his
plans are shifted - and

the resulting madness
will build the character
you first came to know
and love in volume
four of these
chronicles.Gem
Cardoza asks Nelson
to tell his story,
unaware of the horrors
he went through on his
journey across the
country. Nelson
reluctantly agrees and
leaves nothing out,
from the death of his
friends to each
terrifying encounter
with the walking
dead.If you thought
Nelson was intriguing
before, this will change
the way you see our
longhaired, scooter-
riding friend. Sit back
and dig in. Maybe
pack a bowl, too ...It
might just help set the
mood.
Horror Literature
through History [2
volumes] Crooked
Lane Books
Celebrates zombie
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pop culture that has
evolved since "Night of
the Living Dead,"
tracing early
mythological origins in
African folklore and
Haitian voodoo as well
as modern
incarnations in film,
literature, and video
gaming.
Hungry for Your
Love St. Martin's
Griffin
The Zombies are
Spreading... Small
town Sheriff Penny
Miller and her
friends Scratch,
Terrill Lee, and
Sheppard escaped
from Nevada
moments before a
devastating nuclear
explosion intended
to eradicate the
zombie plague. The
Government's plan
didn't work, and the
undead are
spreading fast.

When Miller and her
men find an
abandoned hunting
lodge in a remote
village in Colorado,
they're hoping to
steer clear of
zombies, redneck
survivalists, and
panicked locals, and
to simply ride out the
winter. Penny Miller
just wants some
peace and quiet, a
glass of wine in front
of the fireplace, and
maybe some quality
time with Scratch
over the holidays.
Unfortunately, that
isn't Santa coming
down the chimney-
and this will not be a
Merry Christmas.
"Zombie thrillers
loaded with sex and
smarts." -Jonathan
Maberry, NYT Best
Selling Author of
Extinction Machine

"Defines laugh-out-
loud funny."
-Bookish Brunette
"From the opening
line, I loved it. For a
zombie fan like me,
presses all the right
buttons." -Stoker
winner Joe
McKinney, Author
of Dead City and
Flesh Eaters "The
dialogue and
narrative crackle, and
the expressions that
come out of Penny's
mouth are hilarious.
Great combination
of action, gore,
horror and humor."
-Dana Fredsti,
Author of Plague
Nation
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